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to learn more!



Experienced. Efficient. Reliable.
DB SCHENKER is committed to providing innovative solutions behind the strength of one of the nation’s  
largest land transport fleets. Our combination of experience, stability and service has afforded us the ability  
to develop long-term service-oriented relationships with our diverse blend of customers, more than 25% of 
whom are Fortune 100 companies. The vast majority of our Fortune 100 customers enjoy the benefits of 
multiple Land Transport service offerings.

Industry Vertical Strengths.
DB SCHENKER understands our customers’ shipping needs. We make it our business to find the best 
solutions for each of them. We are committed to helping companies with their capacity challenges –  
from the smallest to the largest. We serve most industries, including:

Benefits
– Asset-based

– Commitment to safety and training

– Customer support (24/7/365)

– Modern equipment and technology

– North American operation

– Strategically located service facilities

– Tenured driver base

– 2,000+ tractors and 6,500+ trailers
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Safety. Our foundation is built upon it.
Our fleet is 100% enabled with external and internal view in-cab event video recorders. In addition, we have 
front and rear collision avoidance systems. All systems are tied together in a database management system for ease 
of identifying high risk drivers and coaching them to safety.

Promoting the safe operation of our commercial motor vehicles.

Delivering superior service through a culture of 
accountability, execution and safety.

– Awareness campaigns
– Behavior-based training and counseling
– Critical Event Recorders
– Safe Drive Recognition Program

– Driver and office staff defensive driving certification
– Governed Speed
– Real time communication - Geotab
– E-Logs
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DB SCHENKER delivers capacity solutions to a broad 
and diverse customer base throughout the Americas. 
Land Transport blends an extensive portfolio of asset 
and asset-light services, offering a balanced approach 
to supply chain management including customized 
truckload, dedicated contract carriage, intermodal, and 
third-party logistics freight management services.

– Canada
– Dedicated Contract Carriage
– Dry Van
– Engineered Solutions
– Expedited
– Flatbed
– Intermodal

– LTL
– Mexico
– Over Dimensional
– Power Only
– Refrigerated
– White Glove Delivery

Providing capacity solutions that add value  
to our customer’s supply chain.



One service doesn’t fit all. That’s why we customize yours.
We simplify highly complex processes to achieve results. Our deep market knowledge and carrier relationships 
provide capacity and competitive rates.

Our Services

– Capacity commitment strategy with lane 
ownership for surges, backup or overflow

– Door-to-door services

– EDI interfaces

– 18,000+ partner carriers on contract

– MEX/USA/CAN network

– Stringent carrier requirements

– 24-hour tracking

With thousands of qualified carriers under contract, we have capacity in areas that most asset-based providers 
avoid. Our energized team offers flexibility, responsiveness, and virtually limitless capacity throughout  
North America.

– Bonded Freight
– Dry van truckload
– Expedited
– Flatbed
– HAZMAT
– Intermodal
– LTL/Box truck/Sprinter
– Project/Heavy haul cargo
– Refrigerated
– Seasonal surge
– Single source
– TSA  

Logistics areas of expertise:



DB SCHENKER | LAND TRANSPORT. Reliably delivering 
Solutions with convenience, flexibility and value.

Cross-Border Solutions.
Shipping to Mexico and Canada. DB SCHENKER | LAND TRANSPORT has over four decades of experience 
servicing North America, including Mexico and Canada by establishing great relationships with many partner 
carriers. DB SCHENKER coordinates transportation across the continent with our vast carrier network, 
including service to major industrial areas.

Solutions:

– Bilingual Sales and Operations support
– Complete visibility from origin to destination
–  Cross docking/transloading operations
– CTPAT and PIP secure and safe operations
– Customs Brokerage
– Door-to-door through trailer service

– Northbound and Southbound service
– Proven carrier network
– Service in and out of major Mexican  

and Canadian markets
– Trailer-pooling capability

Dedicated Contract Carriage.
Solutions that will improve your distribution network’s efficiency. We provide customized Dedicated Fleet 
Services to meet the unique needs of your business and your industry. By collaborating with you to improve 
supply chain efficiency, we can effectively manage your transportation so you can reap the benefits of a private 
fleet without the complications. We work with customers of all sizes and from a wide variety of industries. Our 
scalable solutions can improve the efficiency and flexibility of your distribution network — all while delivering 
award-winning service.

We manage all aspects of your operation, including cost, regulations compliance, service performance and more. 
Choose Dedicated Contract Carriage and reduce your risk, leaving you free to focus on your core business.

Benefits:

– Custom equipment solutions
 – Reefer, flat bed, lift gates, equipment wraps, 
 – E-track, air ride
– Driver touch
 – Driver unload (Carton, pallet, scanning, racks, etc.)
 – Night-time/unattended deliveries
 – White Glove

– Backhaul revenue gain share
– Onsite driver management
– Custom routing options
 – Static route design
 – On-site dynamic daily/weekly routing options



Intermodal Solutions.
The best of both worlds. We combine the best of both modes – trucking assets blended with linehaul via the  
railroad – to provide a differentiated service. Through our expertise in managing containers and trailers across 
North America, we provide flexibility and capacity to our customers when and where you need it.

Benefits:

– Access to 65,000 domestic 53’ trailers

– Additional capacity for peak periods  
and seasonal demands

– Drayage service available (with company  
owned trucks) in key metro markets

– Extended Drayage Services - We reach areas  
other providers cannot

– Partnership with Class I railroads

– Relationships with drayage carriers  
in all major markets

– Trailer (TOFC) or Container (COFC)

PlusPower Solutions.
Power up your supply chain. PlusPower has the capability to incorporate contracted truck capacity into our vast 
freight network and dedicated projects by capitalizing on our fleet of more than 6,000 trailers. Our thoroughly 
vetted and contracted carriers are monitored regularly for compliance through a dedicated carrier relations team.

PlusPower gives you drop-and-hook and shared trailer pool capability and capacity with our Land Transport 
offering. Best of all, you enjoy the added value that reliable professional drivers bring in the form of increased 
service levels and stable, long-term relationships.

Benefits:

– Capability to add surge and dedicated capacity 
quickly at minimal cost

– Consistent drivers increase service levels and  
long-term relationships

– Invested carrier managers and carriers

– No market/region or length of haul restrictions

– Using our trailers gives more flexibility

– Use of FourKites tracking and EDI check calls  
as needed

– Shared trailer fleet, capacity and maintenance  
with Land Transport

– TMW fleet management support

– Vetted and independently monitored carriers



Industry Recognition
DB SCHENKER | LAND TRANSPORT products and services provide a ground freight forwarding network with 
innovative, expedited end-to-end supply chain solutions connecting the U.S., North America and the world. 
We are proud to be recognized by Inbound Logistics Top 100 Trucker, Inbound Logistics Green Supply Chain 
Partner, CCJ Top 250 for-hire trucking companies and Transport Topics Top 100.

We are a leader in our industry by partnering with technology companies 
that bring innovative solutions to our customers and drivers while 
improving the lives of everyone who connects with our company. 
We are advancing our critically important ESG initiatives to further 
demonstrate our commitment to sustainability now and in the future.

Connecting people through technology.

TM

Driver Hub app

Contact us today!
 +1 (479) 471-2500

2 0 2 2 2023 High Performer Award



www.dbschenker.com/usa

Follow us:
X (Twitter)   @DBSchenkerUSA

Facebook    www.facebook.com/    
  DBSchenkerAmericas USLandTransport@dbschenker.com 

USA: +1 800 225 5229

LinkedIn  www.linkedin.com/company/
dbschenker

Blog  nowthatslogistics.com


